In this work, our main objective is to construct quantum codes from quasi-twisted (QT) codes. At first, a necessary and sufficient condition for Hermitian self-orthogonality of QT codes is introduced by virtue of the Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT). Then we utilize these self-orthogonal QT codes to provide quantum codes via the famous Hermitian Construction. Moreover, we present a new construction method of q-ary quantum codes, which can be viewed as an effective generalization of the Hermitian Construction. General QT codes that are not self-orthogonal are also employed to construct quantum codes. As the computational results, some binary, ternary and quaternary quantum codes are constructed and their parameters are determined, which all exceed the Quantum Gilbert-Varshamov (GV) Bound. In the binary case, a small number of quantum codes are derived with strictly improved parameters compared with the current records. In the ternary and quaternary cases, our codes fill some gaps or have better performances than the current results.
Introduction
Recently, the process of quantum information, especially quantum computing, is accelerating with several companies building quantum computers [5] . In this process, we need mechanisms to reduce or control the effects of operational noises and environmental changes (decoherence). Reducing or controlling the decoherence to an certain level is a central problem that must be solved by researchers [20] . Fortunately, it is possible to relieve the detrimental influence of decoherence by applying quantum error-correcting codes (or just quantum codes). Therefore, the research of quantum codes has been of great concerns for both physicists and coding theorists.
In 1995, Shor [30] constructed the first binary quantum code with parameters [ [9, 1, 3] ], which can correct 1 bit quantum error with 9 quantum bits. Later, Calderbank, Shor [3] and Steane [31] independently proposed a relationship between quantum codes and two classical linear block codes named the Calderbank-Shor-Steane (CSS) Construction. In 1998, Calderbank et al. [4] made it clear that a binary quantum code can be constructed from a Hermitian self-orthogonal linear code over the quaternary field, which is called the Hermitian Construction. Subsequently, the Hermitian Construction is extended to nonbinary case in [19] . Many quantum codes have been constructed from classical linear codes such as cyclic codes, constacyclic codes and algebraic geometry code, etc. [1, 23, 27, 28, 33] .
It is generally known that quasi-cyclic (QC) and quasi-twisted (QT) codes are important families of linear codes, which can be regarded as valid generalizations of cyclic codes and constacyclic codes. In [6, 18] , it has been revealed that QC and QT codes are asymptotically good meeting a modified Gilbert-Vashamov (GV) Bound. Naturally, QC and QT codes also can be applied to construct quantum codes. In [15] , Hagiwara et al. researched QC LDPC constructions of long quantum codes with a probabilistic approach. In 2018, Galindo et al. [11] originally utilized QC codes of short length to construct quantum codes. Therewith, Lv et al. generalized their results and presented QT quantum constructions [25] . However, the constructions only work for a special case of two-generators QT codes. In [26] , they further obtained some record-breaking binary quantum codes by one-generator QC codes with respect to the symplectic inner product. In [9] , Ezerman et al. constructed quantum codes from QC codes with large Hermitian hulls via the Quantum Construction X.
Inspired by these work above, we will give comprehensive constructions of quantum codes from arbitrary QT codes in this paper. The work is organized as follows. In Section 2, some preliminary concepts and results of quantum codes and QT codes are discussed. In Section 3, we present a necessary and sufficient condition for Hermitian self-orthogonality of QT codes. Some good quantum codes are derived from self-orthogonal QT codes via the Hermitian Construction. In Section 4, a new construction method of quantum codes is presented. As an application, we also obtain some quantum codes from QT codes that are not Hermitian self-orthogonal. Section 5 concludes and discusses this paper.
Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, let F q 2 be the finite field with q 2 elements for q is a power of prime p, where p is the characteristic of F q 2 . If C is a k-dimensional subspace of F n q 2 , then C is called an [n, k] linear code over F q 2 . The elements of C are codewords. For any codeword c = (c 0 , c 1 , . . . , c n−1 ) ∈ C , the Hamming weight of c is wt(c) = |{i|c i = 0, 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1}|. The minimum Hamming distance of C is defined as d = min{wt(a − b)|a, b ∈ C , a = b}. A linear code C of length n, dimension k and minimum Hamming distance d over F q 2 is also sometimes referred to as an [n, k, d] q 2 linear code. A k × n matrix G is called a generator matrix of C if the rows of G generate C and no proper subsets of the rows of G generate C .
For any α ∈ F q 2 , let α q denote its conjugation. Given two vectors u = (u 0 , u 1 , . . . , u n−1 ) and v = (v 0 , v 1 , . . . , v n−1 ) ∈ F n q 2 , their Euclidean and Hermitian inner product are respectively defined as u, v e = n−1 i=0 u i v i and u, v h = n−1 i=0 u i v q i . For a q 2 -ary linear code C , we define C ⊥e = {v 1 ∈ F n q 2 | u 1 , v 1 e = 0, ∀u 1 ∈ C } and C ⊥ h = {v 2 ∈ F n q 2 | u 2 , v 2 h = 0, ∀u 2 ∈ C } as its Euclidean and Hermitian dual code, respectively. If C ⊂ C ⊥e , the code C is Euclidean self-orthogonal. If C ⊂ C ⊥ h , then Hermitian self-orthogonal.
In the following, we will review some essential knowledge on quantum errorcorrecting codes and quasi-twisted (QT) codes.
Quantum error-correcting codes
Quantum error-correcting codes (or just quantum codes) are applied to encode quantum states into qubits. Then few errors of individual qubits have little or no effects on the encoded data. Quantum codes can be divided into two categories: additive and nonadditive quantum codes. Almost all known quantum codes at present are additive, which are defined based on an Abelian subgroup (stabilizer). A K-dimension subspace of the q n -dimension Hilbert space (C q ) ⊗n is called a q-ary quantum code of length n, where C denotes the complex number field. If K = q k , then the quantum code is represented by [[n, k, d]] q , where d is its minimum distance. Then the quantum code can detect up to d − 1 quantum errors and correct up to ⌊ d−1 2 ⌋ quantum errors [4] , where ⌊ d−1 2 ⌋ denotes the largest integer that dose not exceed d−1 2 . Just like the classical situation, one of the central task in quantum error correction is to construct quantum codes with good parameters. When the length n and the dimension k are fixed, we want to acquire a big minimum distance d. Conversely, when the minimum distance d is equal, we expect that the code rate k n can be greater. There is a well-known database of best known binary quantum codes that is available in [12] . It would be updated when new quantum codes were found by researchers in papers or reports. For non-binary quantum codes, code tables [8] are kept online by Edel according to their explicit constructions. In order to evaluate the superiority of quantum codes, there are also some bounds on the parameters of quantum codes. 
Obviously, the Quantum GV Bound is a sufficient condition. One can check that almost quantum codes meet the bound. If not, these codes will have particularly good parameters. It is generally known that there exists some important connections between quantum codes and classical linear codes. One of the most common methods is the Hermitian Construction.
Theorem 3 ([19], Hermitian Construction) If there exists a linear
The Quantum Construction X is a generalization of the Hermitian Construction, which slightly relaxes the Hermitian self-orthogonal requirement. Some good quantum codes have be constructed by nearly Hermitian selforthogonal linear codes using this construction.
Moreover, quantum codes can also be derived from the existing ones by the following propagation rules. 
Quasi-twisted codes
Let F * q 2 = F q 2 \{0} and λ ∈ F * q 2 . Suppose that C is a linear code of length mℓ over F q 2 , where m and ℓ are two positive integers such that gcd(m, q) = 1. We view each codeword c of C as an m × ℓ array as follows
For any codeword c ∈ C , if the array
also belongs to C , then the linear code C is called a λ-quasi-twisted (λ-QT) code of length ℓm with index ℓ, where ℓ is the minimal positive integer possessing this property and T λ is a λ-constacyclic shift operator. If λ = 1, then a λ-QT code is a quasi-cyclic (QC) code, and if ℓ = 1, then a λ-QT code is a λ-constacycic code. If λ = ℓ = 1, then a λ-QT code is a cyclic code. Denote R m as the quotient ring F
where
Observe that (x m − λ) † = x m − λ −q . If ord q 2 (λ) | (q + 1), x m − λ is a self-conjugate-reciprocal polynomial. In addition, gcd(m, q) = 1, then x m − λ can be factorized completely into the following distinct irreducible polynomials over F q 2 ,
where g i (x) is self-conjugate-reciprocal, h j (x) and h † j (x) are a conjugate-reciprocal polynomial pair for 1 ≤ i ≤ s and 1 ≤ j ≤ t. By the Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT), we obtain that
(3) For simplicity, we denote
. Then the decomposition of R m in (3) now can be written as
This implies that
Since every λ-QT code can be viewed as an R m -submodule of R ℓ m , then a λ-QT C can be decomposed as follows
where C i , C Let F q 2s be a Galois extension of F q 2 , then the trace function of F q 2s down F q 2 is defined as Tr F q 2s /F q 2 (e) = e+e q 2 +· · ·+e q 2s−2 for all e ∈ F q 2s . Any λ-QT code also can be completely determined by its constituent codes according to the following theorem.
Theorem 6 Assume that C is a λ-QT codes of length mℓ over F q 2 . Denote its any codeword c as an m × ℓ array like in (1) . Let r = ord q 2 (λ) and α be the primitive mr-th root of unity in some extension of F q 2 . For 0 ≤ k ≤ m − 1, each row c k of c has the following trace form
where u i and v j are the smallest nonnegative integer such that g i (α 1+uir ) = 0, h i (α 1+vj r ) = 0 and h † i (α q(1+vj r) ) = 0.
For the proof process, you can refer to [17] . We omit it here.
Quantum codes from Hermitian self-orthogonal QT codes
In this section, we will construct quantum codes from Hermitian self-orthogonal λ-QT codes. Notice this fact that the Hermitian dual code of a λ-QT code is a λ −q -QT code so that we here assume ord q 2 (λ) | (q + 1). Otherwise, C ∩ C ⊥ h only contains zero codeword. Firstly, we define an F q 2 -linear mapping χ on R m as follows
For a(x) = (a 0 (x), a 1 (x), . . . , a ℓ−1 (x)) and b(
.
Let E ⊆ R ℓ m , then the χ-dual of E is described to be the set
When E ⊆ E ⊥χ , E is called self-orthogonal with respect to the χ-inner product.
Since ord q 2 (λ) | (q + 1) and
The above expression is equivalent to
In fact, Proposition 6.1 in [29] has obtained the similar result, however, which seems to be not true in the general case. We illustrate it in the following example.
Example 1 Assume that q = 4, m = 5 and ℓ = 2. Let ω be a primitive element of F 4 and λ = ω. Select vectors
One can check that T 2k ω (u), v h = 0 for all 0 ≤ k ≤ 4. Reference [29] remarked that polynomial (x 2 +x+ω)(x 4 +ω 2 x 3 +x 2 +1)+(x 3 +ω 2 x+ω)(ωx 3 +ωx 2 +x+1) should be equal to zero in R 5 . However, by calculating, it is actually equal to
Corollary 1 Let C be a λ-QT code of length ℓm with index ℓ over F q 2 and η(C ) be its image defined in Equation (2). Then η(C ) ⊥χ = η(C ⊥ h ). In particular, C is Hermitian self-orthogonal if and only if η(C ) is χ-self-orthogonal.
Let g(x) be an irreducible self-conjugate-reciprocal factor of x m − λ over F q 2 with degree k 1 , then we define an automorphism on the extension field
For an irreducible conjugate-reciprocal factor pair h(x) and
By Equation (4), we know that any element r(x) ∈ R m can be written as
Then element χ(r(x)) can be expressed as
In the next proposition, the Hermitian dual structure of λ-QT codes will be obtained. The technique of proof is inspired by Proposition 4.1 in [22] and Proposition 6.5 in [29] .
Proposition 2 Let C be a λ-QT code with CRT decomposition as in (6) . Then the algebraic structure of the Hermitian dual code C ⊥ h is of the form
Proof Let u and v are two arbitrary vectors in F mℓ q 2 . Then
Decompose u i (x) and v i (x) using the CRT as follows
Since every λ-QT code can be decomposed into the form like in (6), we have no difficulty in concluding the Hermitian dual structure of λ-QT codes.
Corollary 2 Let C be a λ-QT code over F q 2 and C ⊥ h be its Hermitian dual code. Then the dimension of
where C i and C j are constituent codes of C , e i = [G i : F q 2 ] and e j = [H ′ j :
Furthermore, according to Equation (6) and Proposition 2, a necessary and sufficient condition for Hermitian self-orthogonality of λ-QT codes can be characterized directly.
Then C is self-orthogonal with respect to Hermitian inner product if and only if its constituent codes
In the following, we will provide some Hermitian self-orthogonal λ-QT codes determined by Theorem 7, which are applied to construct quantum codes over small fields via the Hermitian Construction. Some binary, ternary and quaternary quantum codes with good parameters will be obtained. quantum codes. They are all strictly better than the current records. In the ternary and quaternary cases, our codes fill some gaps or have better performances than codes in [8] . Some MDS quantum codes or WMDS quantum codes are also constructed. It is worth mentioning that our quantum codes all exceed the Quantum GV Bound. We compute these codes by the computational system Magma [2] .
Example 2 Suppose that q = 2, m = 51 and ℓ = 2. Let ω be a primitive element of F 4 and λ = 1. Then we will construct an Hermitian self-orthogonal 1-QT (QC) code C of length 102. We factorize the polynomial x 51 − 1 over F 4 ,
where m i (x) is the minimal polynomial of α i and α is the primitive 51-th root of unity. Since the first 3 factors are self-conjugate-reciprocal and the remaining 12 factors are conjugate reciprocal polynomial pairs in sequence, then we have
Let ϑ be a primitive element of F 256 . Select the following constituent codes of length 2 corresponding to the ordered factors,
where (0 2 ) denotes the vector (0,0). According to Theorem 7, we can easily see that the code C is Hermitian self-orthogonal. Moreover, by the trace descriptions of λ-QT codes in Theorem 6, we know that the code is generated by ( In the following, four tables containing good ternary and quaternary quantum codes constructed from Hermitian self-orthogonal λ-QT codes will be shown explicitly. Let ξ and ζ be respectively primitive elements of F 9 and F 16 . Since ord 9 (ξ 2 ) = 4 and ord 16 (ζ 3 ) = 5, then we provided some ξ 2 -QT and ζ 3 -QT codes over F 9 and F 16 . In Table 1 and Table 3 , their constituent codes are given, respectively, which all satisfy the requirements of Theorem 7. For simplicity, (i k ) denotes the vector with length k and all elements i, where k ∈ Z + and i ∈ F q 2 . In addition, ϑ is chosen as the primitive element of some Galois extension of F 9 or F 16 . Table 2 and Table 4 list some ternary and quaternary quantum codes from the above λ-QT codes and the best quantum codes that can be produced by the Quantum GV Bound. Most of our codes have better parameters than quantum codes in the Edel's code tables [8] . We use [[n, k, d]] q and [[n, k, d]] ♦ q to denote the quantum MDS code and quantum WMDS code, respectively.
Quantum codes from general QT codes
In recent years, there are too many stabilizer quantum codes constructed by self-orthogonal codes because these codes satisfy the conditions of the CSS Construction or the Hermitian Construction. One question is that if we can propose a quantum construction from general linear codes. References [7, 24] have presented a method called the Quantum Construction X, which can produce quantum codes from nearly Hermitian self-orthogonal linear codes. In the following, we will try to breakthrough these conditions and investigate a new construction method of quantum codes. Moreover, we utilize some general λ-QT codes that are not self-orthogonal to derive quantum codes with good parameters over small fields.
To start with, we need to introduce the definition of Hermitian matrices over F q 2 . Let A = (a i,j ) m×n be an m × n matrix over F q 2 for 1 ≤ i ≤ m and 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Then its conjugate transpose matrix is defined as A † = (a q j,i ) n×m . If A = A † , then matrix A is called an Hermitian matrix. Obviously, every Hermitian matrix A can be denoted as No. n m ℓ Constituent codes
, T5 = (ϑ 6360 , ϑ 3215 ) F 9 4 6 21 7 3 S1 = (13) F 9 3 , S5 = (ϑ 22 , ϑ, 1) F 9 3 , S21 = (2, ξ 7 , 0) F 9 7 22 11 2 S33 = (ξ 3 , 2) F 9 , T1 = (12) F 9 5 , T13 = (2, 1) F 9 5 8 22 11 2 S33 = (ξ, ξ 6 ) F 9 , T1 = (ϑ, 1) F 9 5 , T13 = (02) F 9 5 9 26 13 2 S13 = (2, ξ 7 ) F 9 , T1 = (12) F 9 3 , T17 = (2, 1) F 9 3 , T5 = T21 = (02) F 9 3 
By Lemma 3, it is straightforward that C is Hermitian self-orthogonal if and only if Rank(GG † ) = 0. Proposition 3 Let F q 2 be a finite field with characteristic p. Let G be an m × n matrix over F q 2 and A = GG † . If Rank(A) = r ≥ 1, then there exist matrices G 1 = (P G|βu) and A [1] = G 1 G 1 † such that Rank(A [1] ) = r − 1, where P is an invertible matrix over F q 2 , u is a column vector and β is an element in F * q 2 .
Proof Since A = GG † is an m × m Hermitian matrix over F q 2 and Rank(A) = r ≥ 1, then one of the following cases will occurs: (i) Matrix A has at least a nonzero diagonal element a i,i ; (ii) All diagonal elements a i,i of A are zero. There exists a element a i,j = 0 for some i and j with 1 ≤ i = j ≤ m.
Case 1 If matrix A has a nonzero diagonal element a i,i , then define column vectors x = y = e i , where e i = (0 1 , . . . , Rank(A+(βu i )(β q u † i )) = Rank((G|βu i )(G|βu i ) † ) = r−1 according to Lemma 1. Let P = I m , where I m is the m × m identity matrix and G 1 = (G|βu i ). Then we have Rank(A [1] ) = Rank(G 1 G 1 † ) = r − 1. Case 2 If all a i,i = 0 and a i,j = δ ∈ F * q 2 for 1 ≤ i = j ≤ m, we define P = I m +λE i,j , where E i,j is the m×m matrix with all zero elements except for 1 in the (i, j)-position. Then matrix A (1) = (a (1) i,j ) m×m = P AP † = P GG † P † is also an Hermitian matrix with rank r and a (1) i,i = λa q i,j + λ q a i,j . For any nonzero element θ ∈ F * q , there exists element γ ∈ F * q 2 such that γ + γ q = θ by Lemma 2. Select λ = γa −q i,j , then a (1) i,i = λa q i,j + λ q a i,j = θ. Let u be the i-th column vector of A (1) and β ∈ F * q 2 such that β q+1 = (p−1)θ −1 . By the analysis of Case 1, one can easily deduce that Rank(A [1] 
Theorem 8 For any [n, k] q 2 linear code C , there must exist an extended linear code C ′ with parameters [n+r, k] q 2 , which is self-orthogonal with respect to the Hermitian inner product. As a consequence, it provides a stabilizer quantum 
Proof Let C be an [n, k] q 2 linear code with generator matrix G. Let A = GG † and Rank(A) = r. By Lemma 3, we have that r = k − dim(C ∩ C ⊥ h ). In the following, we will clarify the process of our construction. If r = 0, then C is an Hermitian self-orthogonal code. Let C ′ = C , our assertion holds automatically.
If r ≥ 1, we will show that there exist a sequence of k × k invertible matrices P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P r , a sequence of column vectors u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u r and a sequence of elements β 1 , β 2 , . . . , β r ∈ F * q 2 such that G 1 = (P 1 G|β 1 u 1 ), G 2 = (P 2 G 1 |β 2 u 2 ), . . . , G r = (P r G r−1 |β r u r ) satisfying G r G † r = 0. Now we apply mathematical induction to certify it.
When r = 1, by Proposition 3, there exists a matrix G 1 = (P 1 G|β 1 u) such that Rank(G 1 G † 1 ) = 0. Let G 1 be a generator matrix of C ′ , then C ′ is Hermitian self-orthogonal.
When r ≥ 2, we assume t ≥ 1 and the assertion holds for all r ≤ t. When r = t + 1, by Proposition 3, there exist a k × k invertible matrix P 1 , a column vector u 1 and a nonzero element β 1 making that G 1 = (P 1 G|β 1 u 1 ) and Rank(G 1 G † 1 ) = r − 1 = t. By induction hypothesis, we have that there are matrices P 2 , P 3 , . . . , P t+1 , column vectors u 2 , u 3 , . . . , u t+1 and elements β 2 , β 3 , . . . , β t+1 ∈ F * q 2 such that G t+1 = (P t+1 (· · · (P 2 G 1 |β 2 u 2 ) · · · )|β t+1 u t+1 ) satisfying that Rank(G t+1 G † t+1 ) = 0. Therefore, G r G † r = 0 follows when r ≥ 2, where G r = (P r (· · · (P 2 G 1 |β 2 u 2 ) · · · )|β r u r ). Then C ′ is an Hermitian selforthogonal [n + r, k] q 2 linear code when we define its a generator matrix as G r .
Therefore, a quantum code with parameters [[n+r, n+r−2k, ≥ d ′ ⊥ h ]] q can be constructed from the extended linear code
Obviously, when r = 0, the above theorem is nothing but Theorem 3. Hence, our construction method can be regarded as a generalization of the well-known Hermitian construction.
In the following, we will give some quantum codes from general λ-QT codes that are not self-orthogonal via our construction method.
Example 3 Let q = 2, m = 21 and ℓ = 2. Let ω be the primitive element of F 4 and λ = ω. Over F 4 , the polynomial x 21 − ω can be decomposed as
where m i (x) is the minimal polynomial of α i and α is the primitive 63-th root of unity. By observation, the first 1 factor is Hermitian self-reciprocal and the remaining 6 factors are Hermitian reciprocal pairs. Hence, s = 1, t = 3 and G 1 = H j = H ′ j = F 64 for j = 1, 2, 3. Select the following constituent codes of length 2 in sequence,
where ϑ is a primitive element of F 64 . By Theorem 6, we know that the ω-QT code C is generated by (f 1 (x), f 2 (x)), where
Then a generator matrix G of C decided by (f 1 (x), f 2 (x)) can be written as
Because all constituent codes meet the requirements of Theorem 7 except S 7 , by Corollary 2, we have dim(C ∩ C ⊥ h ) = 9 and r = 3. Calculate 
By our construction method, we could find a sequence of 12 × 12 matrices P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , a sequence of column vectors u 1 , u 2 , u 3 and a sequence of elements β 1 , β 2 , β 3 such that G 1 = (P 1 G|β 1 u 1 ), G 2 = (P 2 G 1 |β 2 u 2 ) and G 3 = (P 3 G 2 |β 3 u 3 ) meeting G 3 G † 3 = 0. The process of construction is as follows: (1) From a 1,1 = 1, we choose P 1 = I 12 , u 1 = (100ω00ω 2 00100) T , β 1 = 1 and G 1 = (P 1 G|β 1 u 1 ). Then 
(2) From a [1] 2,2 = 1, we set P 2 = I 12 , u 2 = (0100ω00ω 2 0010) T , β 2 = 1 and G 2 = (P 2 G 1 |β 2 u 2 ). Then 
(3) Note that a [2] 3,3 = 1, we let P 3 = I 12 , u 3 = (00100ω00ω 2 001) T , β 3 = 1 and G 3 = (P 3 G 2 |β 3 u 3 ). It is easily check that G 3 G † 3 = 0. Hence, the linear code C ′ generated by G 3 is Hermitian self-orthogonal. Using Magma [2] , the parameters of C ′ ⊥ h are [45, 33, 7] 4 . Therefore, we can obtain a new quantum code with parameters [[45, 21, 7] ] 2 , which surpasses the Quantum GV Bound. In addition, according to Grassl's code tables [12] , our code strictly betters than the best-known [[45, 21, 6] Example 4 Set q = 3, n = 7 and ℓ = 2. Defined ξ as the primitive element of F 9 and let λ = ξ 2 . We decompose x 14 − ξ 2 as follows,
where m i (x) is the minimal polynomial of α i and α is the primitive 28-th root of unity. It is easy to see that s = 3, t = 0, G 1 = F 9 and G 2 = G 3 = F 9 3 . Pick the following constituent codes corresponding to the decomposed order of x 14 − ξ 2 ,
where ϑ is the primitive element of F 9 3 . By calculation, the ξ 2 -QT code is generated by (f 1 (x), f 2 (x)), where
A generator matrix G determined by (f 1 (x), f 2 (x)) can be denoted as
Since neither S 5 nor S 21 satisfy the conditions of Theorem 7, we have dim(C ∩ C ⊥ h ) = 0. Then A = GG † has rank 4, where
According to our construction method, we let matrices P 1 = P 2 = P 3 = P 4 = I 4 , elements β 1 = β 4 = ξ, β 2 = β 3 = 1 and vectors u 1 = (ξ, ξ 3 , ξ 7 , ξ 2 ) T , u 2 = (0, ξ 3 , ξ 7 , 2) T , u 3 = (0, 2, ξ, 0) T , u 4 = (0, 0, ξ, 0) T . The related matrices G i and A [i] for 1 ≤ i ≤ 4 are shown as follows
Therefore, the linear codes C ′ produced by G 4 is Hermitian self-orthogonal. Compute that C ′ ⊥ h is a [18, 14, 4] 9 linear code. Therefore, a new quantum code with parameters [ [18, 10, 4] ] 3 can be constructed, which is superior to than the [ [18, 8, 4] ] 3 quantum code appeared in [9] . It is easy to check that our code exceeds the Quantum GV Bound and is a WMDS quantum code. By the relationship between the size of field and code length [19] , we can know that our code has the optimal parameters.
Example 5 Now we write q = 4 and n = 13. Let ζ be the primitive element of F 16 and let λ = ζ 3 . The polynomial x 13 − ζ 3 over F 16 can be factored into
where m i (x) is the minimal polynomial of α i and α is the primitive 65-th root of unity. Observe that s = 5, t = 0, G 1 = G 6 = G 11 = G 36 = F 16 3 and G 26 = F 16 . These corresponding constituent codes are selected as follows, where ϑ is the primitive element of F 16 3 . By Theorem 6, we have that the ζ 3 -QT code is generated by (f 1 (x), f 2 (x), f 3 (x), where f 1 (x) =ζ 10 x 12 + ζx 11 + ζ 14 x 10 + ζ 12 x 9 + ζ 5 x 8 + ζ 2 x 7 + ζ 13 x 6 + ζ 6 x 5 + ζ 14 x 4 + ζx 3 + ζ 6 x 2 + ζ 12 x + ζ 10 , f 2 (x) =ζ 12 x 12 + ζ 4 x 11 + ζ 9 x 10 + ζ 9 x 9 + ζ 6 x 8 + ζ 10 x 7 + ζ 9 x 6 + ζ 4 x 5 + ζ 5 x 4 + ζ 10 x 3 + ζ 9 x 2 + ζ 9 x,
Since all constituent codes satisfy the conditions of Theorem 7 except S 36 , then we have dim(C ∩ C ⊥ h ) = 3 and r = 1. Let G be a generator matrix of the ζ 3 -QT code according to (f 1 (x), f 2 (x), f 3 (x)). We obtain
ζ ζ 10 ζ 4 ζ 13 ζ 7 ζ ζ 10 ζ 4 ζ 13 ζ 7 ξ ζ 10   .
By our construction method, we choose matrix P 1 = I 4 , element β 1 = ζ 10 and vector u 1 = (ζ 10 , ζ, ζ 7 , ζ 13 ) T . Then the new code C ′ with generator matrix G [1] = (G|β 1 a 1 ) is Hermitian self-orthogonal. Since C ′ ⊥ h is a [40, 4, 33] 4 linear code, a new [[40, 32, 4] ] 4 WMDS quantum code with optimal parameters can be obtained, which breaks the Quantum GV Bound. Moreover, our code betters than the [[40, 26, 4] ] 4 quantum code in [8] . One can find that cyclic and constacyclic constructions can hardly give the good quaternary quantum codes of length 40 in current study. However, there are a lot of results of ternary quantum codes with length 40 listed in Table 5 . Comparing with these quantum codes, the performance of our code improves significantly, although our field expands by 1 indeed.
Conclusions and Discussions
In this work, our main goal is to construct quantum codes from quasi-twisted (QT) codes. We firstly proposed a necessary and sufficient condition for Hermitian self-orthogonality of QT codes. Then some good quantum codes over small fields were obtained by the Hermitian Construction.
For all we know, the most common way of constructing quantum code now is from cyclic and constacyclic codes. But in most cases, we need to make sure that the code length and the size of finite field are coprime. From our QT constructions, one can see that our method can break through the restriction, which is an advantage over cyclic and constacyclic constructions. However, our QT constructions also have shortcomings. We can only provide quantum codes with a relatively small distance. Because with the dimension increase, calculating the exact Hermitian dual distance of QT codes will be computationally intractable (NP-hard). So we state the first open problem.
Open Promblem 1 Form the perspective of constituent codes, does there exist an effective lower bound on the Hermitian dual distance of QT codes that is suitable to construct good quantum codes?
If readers are interested in exploring this issue, Reference [14] maybe be helpful and instructional.
In addition, we also presented a new construction method of quantum codes in this paper. Via this method, some good quantum codes over small fields were constructed from general QT codes that were not self-orthogonal.
Compared with the Quantum Construction X in [7, 24] , our construction method has some advantages. In Example 3, we construct a new quantum code with parameters [[45, 21, 7] ] 2 , which breaks the current record. However, if we apply the Quantum Construction X, we will only obtain a [[45, 21, 6]] 2 quantum codes. Further, the Quantum Construction X is applied to construct quantum codes from nearly Hermitian self-orthogonal linear codes. Reference [24] has claimed that this construction is effective only when r = 1, 2, 3. Otherwise, the distance of quantum codes will decrease rapidly. In Example 4, using our construct method, an optimal [[18, 10, 4]] 3 quantum code is constructed from QT codes with r = 4. When we utilize the Quantum Construction X, it only provides a quantum codes with parameter [ [18, 10, 2] ] 3 that has no error correcting ability. But our construction method also has disadvantages. We need to construct the new Hermitian extended codes, which will lead to the calculation more complicated. In fact, by our construction method, we have written a Magma program, which can produce quantum codes from any linear codes immediately. We find that quantum codes via our construction method will not be worse than codes via the Quantum Construction X from a large amount of examples.
In the proof process of Proposition 3, we have let u be the i-th column vector a (1) i of A (1) where a (1) i,i = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k and β ∈ F * q 2 such that β q+1 = (p − 1)θ −1 . By lemma 2, we know that there are q + 1 possible values of β. It is easy to see that regardless of what possible value β takes, the final constructed quantum code will be equivalent. However, if there were several a (1) i,i = 0, we have not determined which column vector a (1) i of A (1) is the best choice. What we know for sure is that the minimum distance of the final quantum code will either remains invariant or decreases after the column vector a 
